IN STITCHES
booneoakley advertisingproves being bad is very good
by matthew porter

side splitting

It is Monday, 9.30 am at BooneOakley in Charlotte, S.C.—time for the
weekly traffic meeting. But Jessica Stanfield, bright, chipper, and the kind
of woman who keeps meetings moving, looks uncharacteristically, disturbed by her situation. Her left arm appears stricken by paralysis. She
strains as she rifles through drawers and boxes in the company canteen.
John Boone regards her with concern: “Jessica, can I help you?”
“My shirt split,” she says, embarrassed, holding her arm tight to her side,
“it’s torn to the armpit. I’m seriously at risk of exposure unless I find a pin.
Got one?”
“Not me,” says Boone.
She looks at me.
“Me neither,” I reply.
Not a pin to be found. Given that BooneOakley resides in a former knitting factory where once socks spilled off sewing machines, this is highly
ironic, even amusing. Now the inhabitants of this former knitting factory
make funny, risky ads that keep people in stitches, lawyers on needles and
Stanfield fruitlessly searching for pins. She resorts to duct tape.
The 9.30 a.m. meeting begins promptly at 10 a.m. Whose idea was it to
hold traffic meetings on Monday mornings, anyway? Taylor Busby, lead
account executive, starts off reading a letter sent to his mother from a distant cousin who claims to be “rapidly losing [his] mind.” Off subject, certainly, but no one seems to mind letters from a crackpot; they’re more
interesting than the status of Job # SCI 001. In due time, Stanfield steers
through the project list. The meeting ends. The BooneOakley week begins. Stanfield’s duct tape holds.
tongue protruding, lips apart, air expelling forcibly

BooneOakley began with a great, big publicity stunt on Friday, Oct. 20, 2000. They called the tactic “creating buzz.” Others defined it
with a raspberry of national proportion. Webster’s New Encyclopedia defines raspberry as “a sound of contempt made by protruding the
lips between the tongue and expelling air so forcibly so as to produce a vibration”. BooneOakley launched big. Thhhhhhhrrrrruubbbpp!
Bhhhrrrrraaaaackkkkk! Buuuuuzzzzzzzzzzzzzz! Whatever: people noticed.
John Boone (co-creative director/art director) and David Oakley (co-creative director/copy writer) were born and raised in Raleigh,
N.C. They think they went to the same KISS concert in 1977, but don’t remember meeting. With better haircuts and better shirts, they
both built impressive advertising careers, moving to large, abbreviated cities to work for large, alphabetized agencies. In 1993, Boone left
such an agency in LA to return to North Carolina. He later recruited Oakley from TBWA/NYC and the pair opened a Charlotte satellite office of The Martin Agency in 1997. There, they did good, solid ads. But, as time went on, they wanted freedom. They told their colleagues they’d be leaving. No hard feelings, fare thee well.
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EVERYONE THOUGHT IT WAS A HUGE MISTAKE. WHAT IT WAS WAS A HUGE IDEA.
BOONEOAKLEY PULLED THE WOOL OVER THE EYES OF THE MEDIA AND GENERATED A MILLION HITS TO 123HIRE.COM. ART DIRECTOR: JOHN BOONE, COPYWRITER: DAVID OAKLEY
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On the morning of Oct. 20, 2000, they made their move. That fateful
morning, BooneOakley unveiled a billboard along Interstate 485 in downtown Charlotte. The billboard featured the likeness of George “Dubya”
Bush next to the official 2000 campaign logo of Al “Father of the Internet”
Gore. Commuters were aghast. Drive-time talk radio lit up. Yammering
helicopter traffic teams taped footage. Reporters called the outdoor sign
company, which cravenly, directed calls to Oakley’s cell phone. The Charlotte Observer dispatched a photographer. Wire services picked up the image. By late Friday, the “screw-up” was all over the news, coast-to-coast.
By Monday morning, the story and image of the billboard had appeared on many regional news programs, as well as CNN and NBC’s
Today Show. It also appeared in many newspapers including USA Today, the Atlanta Journal Constitution, and The Wall Street Journal.

cnn declares booneoakley doa

Delightfully, BooneOakley endured ridicule for 72 long hours. Bill Hemmer at CNN read the agency’s epitaph: “I bet this is one advertising agency that won’t be around too long,” offered the oddly permanently pubescent newsman. A hissing, foul-mouthed man from
the Republican National Committee called to threaten Oakley and Boone with litigation unless they corrected their error immediately.
From his weekend cell phone, Oakley calmly lied to Snotty the Elephant and told him that his North Carolina family of 12 wouldn’t vote
Republican again if he didn’t make nice. Snotty backed off, and Oakley’s small family of renowned potters and glass blowers voted their
conscience two weeks later. Sorry, Snotty, potters and glass blowers normally don’t vote for Spoon-Fed Frat Boys or their foul-mouthed,
litigious thugs (visit www.cedarcreekgallery.com for more perspective).
Oakley recalls: “I spent the weekend taking calls and maintaining the ruse. An old friend in public relations from LA saw the news on
CNN, jumped off her treadmill and called me immediately. She offered to fly to Charlotte to help us manage the crisis—she was really,
really worried about my reputation. But I couldn’t tell her the whole truth; I had to wait until Monday.”
Early Monday morning, Oct. 23, 2000, the outdoor company pasted the payoff beneath the image of Bush and the logo of Gore:
“Today’s job opening: proofreader. 123hire.com.”
Ooooopps! Sooooo sooooorrry. Every media outlet that had been fooled by the Friday stunt had to run a retraction. Double coverage! Other news outlets ran smug stories about the gullibility of the media or the way cynics use politics to sell soap. For 123hire.com,
one billboard netted millions in free publicity. For BooneOakley, instant name recognition. For the public relations gal in LA, no free
trip to Charlotte.

hand puppet act wins prestigious account

On the afternoon of Oct. 23, 2000, BooneOakley, now vindicated, officially opened for business. They had one client: 123hire.com.
Work began. They got a phone, rented a modest office, and began fielding queries generated by their billboard stunt. A couple months
later they were asked to pitch a prestigious local account: Charlotte-based Continental Tire Company.
The two founding partners worked day and night for three weeks in midst of holiday distractions and the sad awareness of the unexpected death of Boone’s father. It was a very difficult time.
The night before the pitch, the team sent for color output. The morning of the presentation, only half the presentation had been
printed. Color was missing in the TV spots. Presentation boards were out of order. The PowerPoint presentation tanked. They had forgotten hard copies of the presentation deck. Boone had to choose between shadow puppets or adlibbed charts to fi ll the meeting time.
They departed the meeting in total despair.
“I told David, ‘never again will we try to put together a major presentation at the last minute,’” Boone recalls. “All that work was
wasted by a bad, disorganized presentation. We knew better, too.” They got back to the office, gathered their things and prepared to
leave for a bleak Christmas break. Oakley left the office fi rst. Boone hung around to place a call to his contact at Continental Tire to
apologize for their awkward presentation.
He notes, “Just as I was starting to make my case for why everything went so bad, the client interrupted me. He said, ‘Nice job! You got
the business!’ I was speechless. They felt our bumbling presentation represented us as forthright and down-to-earth. That we didn’t lard
it up with a bunch of stuff about ourselves or our past experience made them like us even more. I should’ve tried the shadow puppets.”
Guess they fooled them—or perhaps them fooled they. Boone called Oakley on his cell phone to tell him their colossal screw up had
turned into a major victory. They were making a habit of this kind of thing. Christmas 2000 was very merry after all.
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SPECTRUM SPEAKERS: ONLY 1% OF ADVERTISING PROFESSIONALS ARE AFRICAN AMERICAN. THIS AD WAS PART OF A CAMPAIGN DESIGNED TO CREATE AWARENESS OF THIS STARTLING STATISTIC AND TO GET AD PROFESSIONALS TO OFFER INTERNSHIPS TO MINORITIES. ART DIRECTOR: PHIL MIMAKI. COPYWRITER: OAKLEY.
SCAROWINDS CAMPAIGN: EVERY OCTOBER, PARAMOUNT PARKS’ CAROWINDS AMUSEMENT PARK BECOMES SCAROWINDS, A “HAUNTED THEME PARK”. THIS CAMPAIGN SUGGESTS THAT SCAROWINDS IS MORE FRIGHTENING THAN “SEEING YOUR PARENTS NAKED” OR “A WARM TOILET SEAT.” WHICH BEGS THE QUESTION, “IF SCAROWINDS REALLY IS SCARIER THAN ANNA NICOLE,
WHO WOULD ACTUALLY BE BRAVE ENOUGH TO GO?” ART DIRECTORS: BOONE, PHIL MIMAKI, RORY ODANI. COPYWRITERS: OAKLEY, RYAN COLEMAN.
PERFORMANCE BIKE: CYCLISTS ARE PASSIONATE ABOUT THEIR SPORT. VERY PASSIONATE. IT’S ALL ABOUT PRIORITIES. SOME CYCLISTS WOULD RATHER SLEEP WITH THEIR BIKES THAN
THEIR SIGNIFICANT OTHER. ART DIRECTOR: BOONE. COPYWRITER: OAKLEY
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freaky baby, white mike, and nudie pageant queens

Since 2000, and despite the abysmal economy, BooneOakley has grown steadily. The agency moved to the pin-free knitting factory,
built the business, got into more trouble, and grew the staff to nine. The nine-person staff seems genuinely surprised and delighted by
its initial success and none seem to take their recognition for granted. They share, communicate, and do work that continues to attract
interest with imaginative, evocative ideas that are [choose one]:
a) off-color
b) offensive
c) libelous
d) gratuitously provocative
e) appallingly good
A (hilarious) multiple-choice self-promotional mailing the agency employed has generated a 30 percent+ response rate. Very fine. The
initial mailing led directly to a job with MTV2. Their solution for MTV2—shown in this article—features a foul-mouthed, crass plastic
babydoll cum comedy show-host that Oakley discovered one night at a Charlotte comedy club. Talking Baby is a fixture on MTV2 spots
and its fans seem to like it (you’d have to see it on tape to appreciate how freaky-sick it is).
Another current campaign for Charlotte-based Brixx Pizza features the artificially sweetened tag, “Brixx Brings People Together,”
giving BooneOakley a device to pair unlikely celebrities over a pitcher and a pie. While Charlotte’s citizens may be in stitches, defrocked
pin-up gal Miss North Carolina has threatened a lawsuit (search Google to learn more). And if the current Michael Jackson gets a load
of his pizza night out with his former, darker-skinned self, more lawyers might call in for pizza, too. Hopefully, Brixx doesn’t deliver to
Neverland.
Most recently, the agency won two large accounts with Charlotte-based NASCAR: the Busch Series and the Craftsman Truck Series.
These two sizeable accounts should bring BooneOakley national recognition—the spots will air in early 2004.

see spot wag a condom

The late Jay Chiat once said, “I want to see how big I can get before I’m bad.” Whether Chiat ever achieved his goal is a matter of opinion. But his challenge remains. Young agencies with nothing to lose, often emerge with startling, fresh advertising. Once they get a big
soap, car, or floor cleaning account the hone of conservative client often blunts the edge of the newcomer’s razor wit. (Sigh.)
In their own literature, John Boone and David Oakley say they spent 36 combined years before deciding “to stop working for good ad
agencies and start building a great one.” They are on their way.
To wit: a campaign for the Humane Society of Charlotte features a dog wearing a condom on his wagging tail as he attempts to
mount a chosen lover in their queen-size bed. The spot promotes spaying and neutering of pets. It is an example of fresh thinking that
was, sehr naturlich, refused by a local network affiliate which deemed it offensive to its celibate, missionary audiences. Fortunately, the
local provider of Jerry Springer (Fox TV) loved it. The doggy-style, wagging condom spot ran on Charlotte’s Fox channel, made local
news, shamed the local network affiliate, and was picked up by other Humane Society chapters nationwide to run in their markets.
As for the old Jay Chiat adage, maybe BooneOakley will turn that one on its head, too. Maybe BooneOakely wants to see how big
they can get before they’re good. Because being bad has turned out very good for this fast rising advertising agency in Charlotte, NC.
Thhhhhhhrrrrruubbbpp! Bhhhrrrrraaaaackkkkk! Buuuuuzzzzzzzzzzzzzz! Whatever: people are noticing.

HUMANE SOCIETY, “PUPPY LOVE”: WHAT HAPPENS WHEN A DOG USES A CONDOM? IT GETS
BANNED FROM CBS AND THE HUMANE SOCIETY GETS A LOT OF ATTENTION. ART DIRECTOR:
BOONE, COPYWRITER: OAKLEY
BRIXX PIZZA DOUBLETAKE: THE BRIXX PIZZA “BRIXX BRINGS PEOPLE TOGETHER” CAMPAIGN HAS PUT TOGETHER SOME UNLIKELY DUOS. NONE HAD THE IMPACT OF THIS BIZARRE
PAIR. ART DIRECTORS: PHIL MIMAKI, RORY ODANI. COPYWRITER: RYAN COLEMAN
CHARLOTTE PLASTIC SURGERY BILLBOARD: WHO SAYS YOU CAN’T TURN BACK THE HANDS
OF TIME? BOONE/OAKLEY DID. THE HANDS ON THE MECHANICAL CLOCK LITERALLY RUN
BACKWARDS. IT DEMONSTRATES THE PRODUCT BENEFIT IN A SIMPLE, SMART AND UNEXPECTED WAY. ART DIRECTOR: PHIL MIMAKI. COPYWRITER: MIGUEL FERNANDEZ.
MTV2 AD:

booneoakley | 704.333.9797 | booneoakley.com

(

title???

)

in november of 2003, booneoakley created another eye-popping stunt by offering, via e-bay, a satisfaction guaranteed or your money-back super bowl ad (client has to buy their own $2.4 million 30-second
spot). “how confident are we that our creative will work for your company?,” brags the online letter, “so
confident that we are offering a money-back guarantee!!! booneoakley guarantees that if you produce one of
our commercial ideas and run it on the super bowl, it will be ranked in the usa today “top ten spots of the super
bowl ... no company in history has ever bid on a super bowl commercial on ebay. (just think of the pr buzz.) it’s also
a once-in-a-lifetime chance for a marketing director to bask in the glory of a job well done. you are only one
bid away from a slap on the back from your cfo, a big raise from your president, and having millions of customers
around the world talk about your brand.” by nov. 11, the agency’s offer has received 20,000+ hits and a bid of
more than $350,000. but, d’oh!, david oakely violated e-bay’s rigid rules by telling interested bidders to contact
the agency directly and gave out their phone number. e-bay pulled down the auction, negating all previous bids.
now, really, you greedy little san jose e-bay bungholes, what difference did it make? anyone could google to
booneoakley’s website in a second. bidding closed on nov. 17, with (name) winning the auction with a high bid
of ($$ amount). (winner name) makes (whatever they make).
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HORNETS MASHBURN BILLBOARD: HOW FAST IS JAMAL MASHBURN? SO FAST THAT THIS
VINYL BILLBOARD CURLS WHEN HE MAKES A MOVE. THE BOARD LOOKS 3-D, BUT IN FACT IT
IS FLAT. THE RIPPLES ARE DONE WITH PHOTOGRAPY. ART DIRECTOR: BOONE. COPYWRITER: OAKLEY.
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